The Bias in Gaylib Rhetoric

Radical activists in gaylib distort the emancipation debate by using heavily
biased paradigms. This affects the way they use language, define problems,
come to conclusions and publish them. Biased paradigms even infiltrate
whole organizations of researchers, leading to pseudoscience. These five
articles on the website exgaycalling.com aim to point out ideological
mistakes made by current gaylib and the harm they inflict on society.
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1. Organization

1. BIAS: ORGANIZATION BIAS IN RADICAL
GAY-LIB RHETORIC
Radical gay-lib has issued many statements in its endeavour
to ban reparative therapy, but how biased are they? In a series of articles, we will look into various aspects of bias. We
shall demonstrate the way it harms our perception of organizations, documents, surveys and professional recommendations.
Extremist factions in gay-lib use bias deliberately, as we shall
see. The ﬁrst bias to look into is organization bias. When this
bias is used, you are deliberately being manipulated.
The bias is that when any organization is separately named in a document, we may comfortably assume that it has done separate research on the subject at hand. It will have done its
homework, and it can no doubt substantiate its research and its statements. Radical gay-lib
uses this bias in most of its documents on psychotherapy which is not strictly gay-aﬃrmative
as the ultimate goal.
1. Name dropping
When campaigning for a ban against reparative therapy, gay-lib not only names the American Psychiatric Association as a source of research, but also tries to name as many other organizations as possible who appear to have reached a similar outcome. In this way, the reader automatically assumes that all these separate organizations have done independent research and have reached their conclusions in line with the speciﬁc qualities of their profession. In reality, this is absolutely not true.
To add to the dramatic eﬀect, one often sees that the number of members of the organizations are added up and then quoted, making the reader automatically assume that they all
were involved in the decision making process, or at least have had some say in it and knew
and debated all aspects of the issue at hand. But this is never true. It just looks that way. Sci-

entiﬁc facts do not become more scientiﬁc if you have enrolled more members. Membership
has nothing to do with it. It is never the whole assembly which writes the document, but always the national board which then appoints a division, which then appoints a task force,
which then appoints a small committee of no more than six or seven members. And in regard
to so-called LGBT-issues, these members are almost always from gay-lib.
2. Moral stance instead of professional research

A gay-lib parade: “These faggots kill fascists!”

The small California-based law ﬁrm National Center for Lesbian Rights (NCLR) is an extremist
organization, which aims to impose its world-view in a militant fashion. “Forward, ﬁght for victories” is the army-like slogan in the fund-raising emails, “Let’s make progress in our battles
and never give in”.
The ultimate aim is to intimidate all other views and silence them. In 2014, the director, Kate
Kendall, decided to launch a propaganda campaign in order to ban reparative therapy in the
USA by the year 2019. Heterosexual feelings are not allowed to be aﬃrmed, even if clients, including bisexuals, express that desire. The campaign was labeled BornPerfect, which, simply
put, means:
If I feel any same-sex attractions at any time, then I was born this way, 100% homosexual. It is a genetic trait, there is nothing wrong with me, nor has it ever been. No environmental factors are involved, hence no need for psychotherapy, there is nothing to look into.

Samantha Ames, NCLR activist

Since then, the phrase is catching on: Born That Way! Meanwhile, the law ﬁrm collects millions of dollars from unsuspecting people to procure documents, Youtube videos, and ‘ready-to-serve’ drafts for legislation, or to ﬂy in so-called victims for a media training in California,
and then to escort them to state capitals to perform their act.
They are labeled “survivors” as though they narrowly escaped death. This is a subliminal
message, making it sound as if they have just come back from Auschwitz. This is also meant
to evoke bias.
Gay-lib will say “all the major professional organizations in the USA no longer consider homosexuality a mental disorder, including the American Psychiatric Association, ….” and then a
whole array of organizations is named, including social workers, psychologists, family therapists etc. But when one digs for the research these other organizations have done, one will
ﬁnd that they have not done any independent scientiﬁc research on the subject at all. They
just take a moral stance in-line with the moral stance of the Psychiatric Association.
If they state anything, then it is a politically-correct abstract story about “freedom”, “equal
rights”, “justice”, all of which are not at stake when a client freely seeks out a therapist for a
consensual professional relationship. But the reader is not aware of that.
3. Organizations not qualiﬁed
To make matters worse, these other organizations and professionals do not even have appropriate credentials to make professional comments on the subject of “mental disorder”. After
all, it is the ﬁeld of psychiatry which determines what constitutes a mental disorder. Psychiatry (a branch of medicine) has the right and the credentials to pass such a verdict, while
other professions do not.
The opinion of other professional ﬁelds, including psychology, are actually no more than just
that — opinions, and have no more scientiﬁc validity to these psychiatric issues than those of
say, dermatologists, gynaecologists and surgeons. But due to organization bias, the reader
automatically assumes that these other organizations from other ﬁelds have the authority to
pass such a verdict, and that they must surely have done independent research on the matter. It all goes without saying.
Gay-lib relies heavily on this bias in its eﬀorts to marginalize and criminalize licensed psychotherapists, nurses, social workers, in fact any employee who does not express the belief
that a person experiencing same-sex attractions is “born that way”, immutably from birth.
4. Increasing the number of organization allies

To increase its PR-inﬂuence, gay-lib actively approaches other organizations, trying to get
them to publish gay-lib statements on the subject, so that these other organizations can also
be added to the list.
One such organization is the Pan-American Health Organization (PAHO). They were approached by a gay activist, Dr. Mirta
Roses, who handed them a single paper, asking them to adopt
the stance of “all the major professional organizations in the
USA etc. etc.”, see above. This organization then fell for the organization bias, assuming that all these USA organizations have looked deeply into this aspect of psychiatry and had looked deeply into all sorts of aspects of conversion or reparative
therapy. Nothing could be less true.
No harm has ever been substantiated. After all, in 2009 the American Psychological Association wrote:
“We conclude that there is a scarcity of scientiﬁcally sound research on the safety of Sexual Orientation Change Eﬀorts (SOCE). Early and recent research studies provide no clear
indication of the prevalence of harmful outcomes among people who have undergone
eﬀorts to change their sexual orientation or the frequency of occurrence of harm because
no study to date of adequate scientiﬁc rigor has been explicitly designed to do so. Thus,
we cannot conclude how likely it is that harm will occur from Sexual Orientation Change
Eﬀorts.” (underscoring added)
The PAHO did not receive this information. These facts were (and still are) swept under the
carpet. The activist merely added a short horror story about ‘conversion therapy’ ‘in the USA,
a tale too unbelievable for words:
“In some cases, the victims were interned and deprived of their liberty, sometimes to the
extent of being kept in isolation during several months. The testimonies provide accounts of degrading treatment, extreme humiliation, physical violence, aversive conditioning through electric shock or emetic substances, and even sexual harassment and attempts of “reparative rape,” especially in the case of lesbian women.”
Licensed therapists raping lesbians? Would you believe it! When we fact-check the footnote,
we see that this does not stem from the USA at all, but from some obscure South-American
website about “mujeres” (women) in 2008. The site however is oﬀ-line (404 error), making it
impossible to verify this absurd story. But for the activists at the Pan-American organization,
this is presumably no problem. None of these allegations have ever been substantiated in the
USA or anywhere else.

The PAHO failed to do any independent research on the matter, nor did it do any fact-checking on the horror story which was presented to them. Most probably, they assumed that this
story is just the tip of an iceberg in the USA. Once again, nothing could be less true. They proceeded to sign on the dotted line as requested. This organization has not published anything
veriﬁable on the matter, other than their agreement with the paper handed in by the activist.
One is just forced to take their ‘learned’ word for it.
After this accomplishment, gay-lib adds the PAHO to its list of professionals, leading people to
believe that this organization too had done its homework.
5. World Psychiatric Association
Next stop for gay-lib in March 2016 was the World
Psychiatric Association, where the whole endeavour
was successfully repeated, with no further questions
asked. No independent research, just signing on the dotted line. In the Wisconsin Gazette we
read:
“We are thrilled that the World Psychiatric Association has joined the chorus of national
and international voices calling for an end to conversion therapy,” said National Center
for Lesbian Rights #BornPerfect campaign coordinator and staﬀ attorney Sam Ames.
“Their announcement sends a clear message that these practices have no place in modern medicine and that policies that condone them engender hatred and endanger lives
all across the globe.”
Hatred? What hatred would that be? Licensed therapists? Endangering lives across the globe?
According to which substantiatable document? Miss Ames is very much aware of the APA paper on the subject quoted above (she is in direct contact with one of the writers, gay activist
Lee Beckstead, to coordinate her campaign with him), but deliberately lies her way to publicity, trying to see how far she can get. If no-one contradicts her, and seeing how many millions
her boss, Kate Kendall, is raising for this PR-campaign, she can get far. I repeat, the APA
wrote:
“Recent studies provide no clear indication of the prevalence of harmful outcomes, we
cannot conclude how likely it is that harm will occur from Sexual Orientation Change
Eﬀorts.”
Surely all eﬀorts of the NCLR constitute scaremongering. Why did the Wisconsin journalist not
do some tough questioning? Never heard of fake news?
6. The United Nations

Next stop for gay-lib was the United Nations in Geneva, now heavily armed with not only
American organizations, but a Pan-American and even a World organization. Who could argue
with that?
Within 24 hours of a hearing in which the two NCLR activists
Samantha Ames and Samuel Brinton made their statements,
conversion therapy was added to the UN Charter on Torture.
No independent research was done on the torture claim, neither were actual therapists invited or interviewed. The UN had
literally been conquered overnight. With this trophy, gay-lib
now has a staggering list of organizations who appear to independently condemn therapy, and who appear to know all
about the subject. In all truth, the only information on this therapy was handed to everyone by activist Samantha Ames: it is
her fabrication and her claims have nothing to do with the living reality of therapy.
The tales Samuel Brinton makes up get more absurd by the day. Most recently, we are led to
believe he was in a therapy group, and eight of the ten participants committed suicide, after
which he decided to continue his studies. Previously he supposedly had had needles under
his ﬁngernails, electric shocks to his testicles, been forced to vomit, but on cross examination, he can’t quite remember the names of the therapists nor the exact dates and addresses! See our article: “Samuel Brinton strikes again”.
By the way, gay-lib is correct when it says “major” organizations. But it omits to objectively inform its readers that we also have quite a number of MINOR organizations in the professional
world, many of which were formed after splits in the past because of opposing views. They
may not be just as big, but they nevertheless have a lot to say.
An example is the inﬂuential American College of Pediatricians (see our article on transgender issues). Nowhere does gay-lib mention that the professional debate is organized and that
it has various sides, opposing views and value systems.
7. Legislative councils in the USA
Next stop for gay-lib is to approach all sorts of legislative councils in the USA, to persuade them to comply
with the UN Charter Against Torture. And which American city or state wants to handle aﬀairs in deﬁance of
UN Charters? Surely the UN knows what it is talking
about!

But they don’t. It is organization bias to immediately assume such a thing. The names of all
the ‘conquered’ American states are then added to the list of supporters. Gay-lib mentions
that ﬁve states have adopted a ban on conversion therapy after political debate,
“… and more than 20 states have introduced similar legislation.”
But the same gay-lib does not inform its readers that these twenty states have denounced
the initiative after it was “introduced”. The states voted NO!
The twenty states have considered bans to be very harmful to the interests of all the people
in the state. In no way do the activists give the readers of emails and gay-lib magazines like
The Advocate the full story. By omission, the audience is deceived and misled. Readers do
not get enough information to enable them to reach a justiﬁed and balanced conclusion. The
stream of information and the PR campaign are deliberately one-sided.
8. If necessary, create organizations as “allies”
The next stop for them was to add more organizations to the list. If they don’t exist, then invent them, create them, fund them and get them on their way. Have them make a lot of
noise.
This year, we see a new organization called “50 states, 50 bills”, joining the three gay-lib organizations who are campaigning for a ban on conversion therapy (National Centre of Lesbian
Rights, Human Rights Campaign, Southern Poverty Law Centre). The problem must be huge
when even new organizations also emerge, allowing people to at last raise their voice. But
when we take a close look at this organization, we surprisingly see that it is chaired by our
old friend Brinton, with Samantha Ames as advisor.

Samuel Brinton (NCLR / “50 states, 50 bills”)

This ‘new’ organization markets the same rhetoric as the NCLR. It is their aim to form a host
of organizations in all 50 states in the USA. This will no doubt be done with the totally unsubstantiated misinformation and misinterpretations, the kind of which Samantha Ames has used

in the past, leading innocent on-lookers to assume that the problem in the USA must be
huge. Why otherwise would so many diﬀerent organizations be expressing their concern and
calling for a ban? Where there is smoke, there must be ﬁre.
On his website, Samuel Brinton says:
“What Are We Doing? First we raised funds. Once we ﬁnd a state legislator it’s oﬀ to the
races with discussion, research, and legislative writing until we submit a bill”
The legislative writing will no doubt be done by Samantha Ames and her NCLR staﬀ, and in
this way, her law ﬁrm will be assured of a great amount of work and income in the next year.
The NCLR is a unique institute in that it generates the demand for its output, instead of responding to demands in society. In the Netherlands, this is forbidden: lawyers are not allowed
to actively create the demand for their service. Miss Ames is creating the need felt by people
for her law ﬁrm.
The silencing of dissidence will ultimately stiﬂe all debate on emancipation issues. Us-them
thinking will become mainstream and a gay parallel society will ultimately emerge. By means
of new legislation, including criminal law, the police will sooner or later act as the border patrol. And like in the former communist German Democratic Republic (DDR) where a Berlin
Wall was built to keep inhabitants from ﬂeeing out of the communist ‘paradise state’, dissidents who don’t want to go to this ‘paradise’ (the gay label and lifestyle) will be dragged in,
whether they want to or not. The slightest hint of same-sex attractions means you will be labeled “gay”; in therapy only gayness is allowed to be aﬃrmed, such is the aim.
People leaving the ranks (ex-gays) will face public humiliation and persecution. They will be
named and shamed, with nowhere left to go. Their allies, therapists, will be doing time in prison (see Malta, 2016).
9. Create bias at all costs
In order to make sure readers become suﬃciently biased
against therapy, the gay-lib political lobby group, the Human
Rights Campaign (HRC), the largest in the USA, adds slanderous remarks about the supposed motives of therapists:

“Due to continuing discrimination and societal bias against LGBTQ people, some practitioners continue to conduct conversion therapy.”
What we see here is activists speculating about the motives of therapists, but in no way do

they refer their readers to the client-friendly statements on the websites or in the brochures
of the therapists themselves. The allegations are fabricated and are the product of fantasy
and a paranoid state of mind toward anyone outside the own inner circle.
What bias against people would therapists harbor? It is the other way around. People who do
not want to immediately assume a gay identity or lifestyle but prefer to explore their full sexual potential, are discriminated against by an intolerant group of extremists. What we see here
is called projection. The activists project their discrimination and bias onto therapists, making
themselves look like victims and trying to evoke as much societal bias against therapists as
possible.
10. Biased conclusions
When it comes to bias, we need only look at the website of the gay activists of the HRC:
“The (APA) task force found that there are no methodologically sound studies of recent
therapy that would enable the task force to make a deﬁnitive statement about whether
or not recent therapy is safe or harmful and for whom. In short, there is clear evidence
that conversion therapy does not work”
What a biased conclusion. Imagine a judge saying:
“The prosecutor found there is no sound evidence enabling me to make a deﬁnitive statement about whether
you did the right thing or not, or if there was any harm involved, or for whom. I therefore sentence you to twenty
years of imprisonment.”

Job Berendsen, MD.

2. BIAS: RESEARCHERS BIAS IN RADICAL
GAY-LIB RHETORIC

American Psychological Assoc.

Individual researchers can be biased in the way they use language and deﬁne problems right
from the start, the way they come to conclusions and the way they publish them. It is also
possible that whole organizations of researchers by means of member selection share the
same bias. In this article, we will look into the way social science is becoming ever more ‘politically correct’, the way that the American Psychological Association (APA) is heavily biased,
and the way that APA statements and recommendations are aﬀected and distorted by biased
gay-lib activists who operate within this organization.
1. Bias in Social Science
In an article in “Behavioral and Brain Sciences” (2014), researchers
discuss the noticeable reduction of political diversity in current psychological research in the USA and how there is now a tendency to
steer clear of “important but politically unpalatable” research topics.
They describe how psychologists who are not into strongly left-wing
liberal and anti-right viewpoints are marginalized, ignored and excluded from the decision-making process:
“Academic psychology once had considerable political diversity, but has lost nearly all of

it in the last 50 years. This lack of political diversity undermines the validity of social psychological science via mechanisms such as the embedding of liberal values into research
questions and methods, steering researchers away from important but politically unpalatable research topics, and producing conclusions that mischaracterize liberals and conservatives alike. The underrepresentation of non-liberals in social psychology is most likely
due to a combination of self-selection, hostile climate, and discrimination.”
2. Bias in the APA

Prof. Dr. Nicholas Cummings

One such heavily biased organization is the American Psychological Association. In 2005,
former APA President Dr. Nicholas Cummings co-authored a book about this subject, exposing
this development in his organization.
The book is called “Destructive Trends In Mental Health”. On Amazon.com we read:
“This book states that the atmosphere of intellectual openness, scientiﬁc inquiry, aspiration towards diversity, and freedom from political pressure that once ﬂourished in the
American Psychological Association has been eclipsed by an “ultra-liberal agenda,” in
which voices of scientiﬁc dissent, controversial points of view, and minority groups are intimidated, ridiculed and censored.”
In an interview in 2005 he was asked:

Question: “What is your basic premise in the book Destructive Trends in Mental Health?”
Dr. Cummings:

“The APA has permitted political correctness to triumph over science, clinical knowledge
and professional integrity. The public can no longer trust organized psychology to speak
from evidence rather than from what it regards to be politically correct.”
Question: “What must be done to correct the situation?”
Dr. Cummings:
“At the present time, the governance of the APA is vested in an elitist group of 200 psychologists who rotate themselves in a kind of “musical chairs” throughout all the various
oﬃces, boards, committees, and the Council of Representatives. The vast majority of the
100,000 members are essentially disenfranchised. At the 2006 APA Convention in New Orleans I gave a speech, “Psychology and the APA Need Reform,” which was widely circulated on psychology list servers but has been totally ignored by the leadership of APA. It is
not going to reform itself out of oﬃce!”
Question: “You have been critical of the psychological community for its part in distorting research on sexual orientation. Can you describe why you are critical of the APA?”
Dr. Cummings:
“First, let me say that I have been a lifelong champion of civil rights, including lesbian
and gay rights. I appointed as president (1979) the APA’s ﬁrst Task Force on Lesbian and
Gay Issues, which eventually became an APA division. In that era, the issue was a person’s right to choose a gay life style, whereas now an individual’s choice not to be gay is
called into question because the leadership of the APA seems to have concluded that all
homosexuality is hard-wired and same-sex attraction is unchangeable.
My experience has demonstrated that there are as many diﬀerent kinds of homosexuals
as there are heterosexuals. Relegating all same sex-attraction as an unchangeable, as if
it were an oppressed group akin to African-Americans and other minorities, distorts reality. And past attempts to make sexual reorientation therapy “unethical” violates patient
choice and makes the APA the de facto determiner of therapeutic goals.”
His criticism was ignored by the inﬂuential members in the organization.
3. Gay-lib activists in the APA
On its website, the APA claims to represent the science of psychology in the USA:
“APA is the leading scientiﬁc and professional organization representing psychology in

the United States, with more than 115,700 researchers, educators, clinicians, consultants
and students as its members.”
But for a long time now, it functions as an instrument of the radical gay-lib struggle in the
USA. For example, in 2004 the APA lobbied to support the Democratic Party stance on same-sex marriage, a highly controversial ethical and cultural issue in the USA. In 2010, they issued this statement:
“APA has been a strong advocate for full equal rights for LGBT people for nearly 35 years,
based on the social science research on sexual orientation. APA has supported legal
beneﬁts for same-sex couples since 1997 and civil marriage for same-sex couples since
2004. APA has adopted policy statements, lobbied Congress, and ﬁled amicus briefs supporting same-sex marriage in legal cases in eight states. In California, the APA brief was
cited by the state Supreme Court when it ruled that same-sex marriage was legal in May
2008.”
We are not writing this in order to oppose same-sex marriage, but the point is that, as we see
above, the APA (which feigns to deliver and promote objective scientiﬁc research) is becoming a lobbying instrument for one special-interest group only. They lobby for radical gay-lib,
and not for example, say Christian or orthodox Jewish or other groups who also have their reasons for taking sides on various issues. These other groups would no doubt also appreciate
professional support when stating their points of view.
With the statement above on being “a strong advocate for full equal rights for LGBT people”,
or having “adopted policy statements”, “lobbied Congress” and “ﬁled amicus briefs supporting same-sex marriage”, we suggest that if you say APA, you say: ‘politically correct and pro-gay lib’.
We call this phenomenon bias.
4. Hijacking the APA
An example of the inﬂuence of gay-lib is the homepage of the APA’s website which I visited today. Up front, the ﬁrst thing viewers get to see is the highlighting of three articles, one of
which is titled: “One lesbian couple’s activism transformed their community”.

The article describes a
book in which the importance of teaching LGBTQ
history and culture to
children is explained. It
would be a great review
to be published in the
gay-activist magazine
The Advocate, but what does it have to do with the science of psychology? When you click on
the link, you get to see:
“The book ‘When You Look Out the Window‘ tells the story of Phyllis Lyon and Del Martin,
one of San Francisco’s most well-known and politically active lesbian couples. Describing
the view from Phyllis and Del’s window, this book shows how one couple’s activism transformed their community — and had ripple eﬀects throughout the world.
Includes a Reading Guide that provides helpful historical context, and a Note to Parents,
Caregivers, and Educators about the importance of teaching LGBTQ history and culture
to children.
This is a unique way to introduce children to untold stories in history while also being a
clever tribute to two notable women.”
We are not against lesbians, but when the APA pays tribute and gloriﬁes one of “San Francisco’s most well-known and politically active lesbian couples”, we may safely conclude that
they have become an instrument of radical political gay-lib, marketing political activists and
activism itself. Talk of marketing: you can even buy the book via the APA webshop. The author won the 2015 Stonewall Book Award, a gay-activism promotional initiative. We call this
the hijacking of a neutral scientiﬁc organization by a special-interest group.
5. LGBT division in the APA

In 2009 the gay activists of the LGBT division in the APA went
on to produce a report on “Appropriate Therapeutic Responses to Sexual Orientation”, in an endeavor to discredit therapy
for sexual orientation issues for once and for all, in spite of Dr.
Cummings warnings not to do so.

At the same time, the APA issued a lengthy resolution on the subject. In one of the recommendations, the activists seem to insist that the APA should ally with gay-lib and promote that
others at all levels in society should cooperate with gay-lib too:
“Be it further resolved that the American Psychological Association encourages advocacy
groups, elected oﬃcials, mental health professionals, policy makers, religious professionals and organizations, and other organizations to seek areas of collaboration that may
promote the wellbeing of sexual minorities.”
When using the cryptic term “well-being of sexual minorities” here, the activists imply accepting the born-that-way ideology, a train of thought that would divide the human population into (non-existent) genetically distinct and immutable groups based on their sexual behavior. It
is basically a segregation policy based on us-them thinking: gay versus straight.
6. Selective use and distortion
Strangely enough, gay-lib shoots itself in the foot with one of the recommendations at the
end of the APA 2009 resolution:
“Be it further resolved that the American Psychological Association opposes the distortion
and selective use of scientiﬁc data about homosexuality by individuals and organizations
seeking to inﬂuence public policy and public opinion and will take a leadership role in responding to such distortions”
The APA says it opposes distortion and selective use. Does it really? Not when you look at the
facts in the resolution. When we take a good look, we see the APA saying:
“There are no studies of adequate scientiﬁc rigor to conclude whether or not recent Sexual Orientation Change Eﬀorts (SOCE) do or do not work to change a person’s sexual orientation.”

This means that you cannot conclude that change eﬀorts do not work. There is no evidence
which disproves the eﬀects of change eﬀorts. But what does the APA do? It writes:
“Be it further resolved that the American Psychological Association concludes that there
is insuﬃcient evidence to support the use of psychological interventions to change sexual orientation.”
This conclusion is biased. The report states that there is insuﬃcient evidence to denounce
professional psychotherapy. The activists distort the facts and use them selectively.
7. The harm issue
The bias goes on when the APA says in the same resolution:
“Although sound data on the safety of SOCE are extremely limited, some individuals reported being harmed by SOCE.”
Note the words “extremely limited”. Basically, this means there is not suﬃcient scientiﬁc data to back up the gay-lib claim that conversion therapy harms people. The APA has searched,
but has not found research data that will hold up to scientiﬁc scrutiny.
It is as if you were saying:
“I have been looking for my wallet everywhere, but I admit my search was extremely
limited”.
Is there now enough evidence to go to the police station and say your house was burglarized?
If gay-lib wishes to introduce punitive legislation on this hyped-up issue and to evoke state
force on therapists, they will need to demonstrate convincing data and that this alleged
‘harm’, if it exists at all, cannot be tackled in any other way than by legislation. They will
have to prove that the current, rigorous regulation of therapy within the professional community is failing at an alarming rate, and is immune to evaluation and improvement. None of
that has ever been shown. “Extremely limited data” will not do by any standard.
The facts in real life indicate rather the contrary. There have been no complaints made
against licensed therapists by their clients in a complaints committee, no disciplinary complaints made and investigations launched by the professional disciplinary boards, and no police evidence publicized about suicides allegedly related to therapy, nor has anything led to
prosecutions. So, what are we talking about?

Therefore, it would be safe to say that the ‘harm’ claim is a hoax.
—On its website, the National Center of Lesbian Rights (NCLR) continues to spread its slander:
“The American Psychological Association has linked conversion therapy to depression,
substance abuse and even suicide—risks that are particularly acute for youth. Nevada
knows that all of our children are born perfect.”
But when we look at the APA 2009 report, the APA writes on page 42:
“Thus, we cannot conclude how likely it is that harm will occur from Sexual Orientation
Change Eﬀorts.”
Therefore, we see the NCLR deliberately disseminating lies, and hoping that the readers do
not check out the original documents.
—In another statement, the NCLR writes:
“Today, we did something historic. Something that could move our ﬁve-year timeline to
end conversion therapy up by years and save thousands of lives. We ﬁled a complaint
against the organization People Can Change.”
Note the message “save thousands of lives“. This is outright slander, scaremongering and extremely malicious. It is not backed up by anything substantiated, but the activists get away
with it, time and time again.
—On its website, the NCLR explains for lay people what conversion therapy is:

Imagine my going to see a therapist, and asking him to look with me into my sexual orientation issues. Here is the transcript:
Therapist: Hello, what can I do for you?
Client: I would like therapy.
Therapist: What therapy would that be?
Client: I would like to have psychological abuse, please.
Therapist: Ah, psychological abuse, you say. Well jolly good, you have come to the right
place.
Do we need say more? Note how the NCLR deliberately biases its readers right from the word
“go”.
8. Inﬂuencing the White House

Barack Obama and advisor Valerie Jannet

Notwithstanding the APA document, in 2015 Samantha Ames (NCLR) sent a petition to the

White House. Obama went on to speak of “deadly practices”, all of which would be proved by
“overwhelming science” (see our article). The White House did no fact-checking. It is most
likely that this is the fabrication, passed onto them by the NCLR as part of their so-called
“Born Perfect” campaign.
Immediately the APA issued a press statement:
“APA Applauds President Obama’s Call to End Use of Therapies Intended to Change Sexual Orientation.”
Now the point is that the APA itself does not call to end the use of therapies. It only says:
“APA has previously voiced its concerns about the scientiﬁc and ethical basis of eﬀorts to
change sexual orientation and about the way the promotion of such eﬀorts by some individuals and organizations contributes to the social stigma that harms gender and sexual
minorities.”
In their hazy vocabulary, they merely speak of “concerns”, and about “contributions to social
stigma”. They do not dare to say “put it to an end because it has been proven to be harmful”.
As we have seen above, there is not suﬃcient scientiﬁc data to justify such an action. And
the APA knows that. But now that the White House issues such a statement, after the plea by
the NCLR and based on the subliminal messages in the 2009 APA report, the APA then applauds the president.
So, the question is now: who is responsible for the White House talking of “deadly practices”?
The NCLR points to the APA 2009 report, but the APA did not actually say “deadly practices”
(it said merely “concerns“) and points to the President, and the President points to the NCLR.
And thus the plot thickens. The term “deadly practices” is a hoax that no-one can or does substantiate.
9. No data on children and youth
The APA does even more applauding and pointing to another
party. In 2015, the APA hailed the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA):
“The APA applauds SAMHSA Report Calling For End To ‘Conversion Therapy’ For Youth”.
But when we fact-check this applause on the APA website, we see that the whole endeavour
of the SAMHSA was initialized by the activists in the APA in the ﬁrst place. The APA mentions
that

“(It) builds on APA’s research-based work on LGBT issues.”
What happened is that the APA organized a conference with the SAMHSA, consisting only of
discussions, after which the SAMHSA issued a statement. Then the APA took a backseat and
let the other organization say that therapy must come to an end, based on the ‘harm’ issue.
The APA applauded the SAMHSA, stating that it is the SAMHSA which calls for an end to therapy. The APA knows very well that there is no scientiﬁc justiﬁcation for it, and doesn’t dare itself to directly call for an end due to this scientiﬁc lack. The SAMHSA in the meantime had
done no independent research and relied totally on what they felt what the APA was saying.
So once again, the APA lures other people and organizations into making alarming claims
about therapy and calling for an end to it, and then it issues statements of agreement without having to call for an end to therapy by itself. In this way, the APA orchestrates a chorus
for a ban on “conversion therapy”, despite the fact that they themselves have demonstrated
that there is no scientiﬁc data to back up such a legislative move.
They have recruited a choir, given them the sheet music, but take no responsibility for the
music ultimately being played. In the end, the wished-for outcome is that everyone ‘knows’
there is ‘harm’ involved in SOCE therapy (it has become general knowledge), but no-one can
demonstrate harm by whom, how, where, when and why.
The APA abuses the SAMHSA document further by issuing the following statement:
“This important report by SAMHSA makes it clear that conversion therapy is not appropriate for dealing with sexual orientation or gender identities in children and youth,” said Judith M. Glassgold, PsyD, APA’s associate executive director for public interest government relations.”
We know Miss Glassgold because she is a renowned gay-lib
militant who feels that there is a separate science called
“LGBT Psychology”. As an activist, she chaired the Task Force
on the APA report of 2009, mentioned above. But the point is,
did Miss Glassgold and her team actually ﬁnd research pertaining to children and youths? No, not at all. In the 2009 APA report mentioned above, we read:

“There is a lack of published research on SOCE among children. Research on sexuality in
childhood is limited and seldom includes sexual orientation or sexual orientation identity
(Perrin, 2002). Although LGB adults and others with same-sex sexual attractions often report emotional and sexual feelings and attractions from their childhood or early adolescence and recall a sense of being diﬀerent even earlier in childhood, such concerns have
not been studied directly in young children (cf. Bailey & Zucker, 1995; Cohen & Savin-Williams, 2004).”
Important are the phrases “lack of published research”, “seldom includes sexual orientation”,
“not studied directly in young children”.

Judith M. Glassgold. APA

So, there is no scientiﬁcally sound data on children and youths. But Ms. Glassgold allows the
SAMHSA to make such a claim, and then takes a backseat on the issue, although SAMHSA
has done no research of its own. She writes a statement saying that “a report of the SAMHSA
makes it clear that conversion therapy is not appropriate for children and youth”. But this
SAMHSA report which she applauds, relies on her own 2009 report which says there is no data on the subject!
10. Smoke screen
Based on fact-checking, we may conclude that the members of the gay-lib faction in the APA
are heavily biased; they are openly activist representing merely one private-interest group
and have gained high positions like “executive director for public interest government relations” (Glassgold) to inﬂuence government policy. They use scientiﬁc data selectively, they
distort it, they emphasize certain parts, avoid citing other parts, and then they create a
smoke screen, hoping no-one will notice what is really going on.
In doing so, members of the general public are discouraged from seeking help for their same-sex attractions. They are being primed and prejudiced to assume that homosexual feelings
are immutable, that heterosexual feelings are no part of a “gay” person’s innate sexual possibilities nor will they ever be, and that it is fruitless to question their ‘gayness’ in any way. So-

cietal bias against therapists is deliberately created. It is based on so-called scientiﬁc facts,
which at the end of the day are not to be found.

Job Berendsen, MD

PART 6, SPLC AGAINST JONAH: THE USE OF
SO-CALLED SCIENTIFIC FACTS
In this article we investigate how the SPLC and radical gay-lib
factions use scientiﬁc facts as weapons against JONAH, there
where these ‘facts’ turn out to be mere opinions.

Paragraph 13 Phony ‘scientiﬁc facts’
Pivotal to the trial of JONAH was the radical gay-lib notion that feelings of same-sex attractions can never, ever change. The judge barred all experts witnesses who stated the contrary
to come forward and state their case. Therefore, the jury was forced to accept as given, that
homosexuality is immutable. Which means that anyone with any other information was on his
way out, or rather he/she didn’t even come in. Such is the power of mainstream beliefs: they
even make it into becoming court verdicts without any further ado.
The same occurred in the assignment that the 2009 Task Force on Sexual Orientation Change
Eﬀorts received beforehand from the American Psychological Association. They were ordered
right from the start to conclude that all therapy must be gay aﬃrmative and that the underlying “science facts” are not to be doubted:

“We see this multi-culturally competent and gay aﬃrmative approach as grounded in an
acceptance of the following scientiﬁc facts:
Same-sex sexual attractions, behavior, and orientations per se are normal and positive

variants of human sexuality—in other words, they do not indicate either mental or developmental disorders.”
But the point is: that so-called “scientiﬁc fact” does not exist. It is an opinion. There is no scientiﬁc article, report or dissertation where we can read how scientists went about to look into
this subject and come up with this “scientiﬁc fact”. If there were such research, then it would
be interesting to know what the paradigms were, what questions were asked, who the subjects were, who the researchers were, and in what way valid conclusions were drawn. What
was the train of thought?
If such a research method does indeed exist, wouldn’t it be interesting to use this new “scientiﬁc” method to investigate whether other forms of sexual behavior including pedophilia, sado-masochism, wife-beating, exhibitionism and strangling your sexual partner are also normal ‘variations’ of human sexuality? It must be a cinch to do so with this scientiﬁc method
which supposedly is available somewhere, thereby answering the question if pederasts, masochists, sadists and stranglers are merely normal. 
If we use this elusive but highly original piece of scientiﬁc pioneering, then we could conclude
that all problems that these persons suﬀer are also merely the result of, what gay-lib calls the
sexual minority stress syndrome (a term invented by activist gay psychologists to blame society).
I demand to see and use this scientiﬁc method to publish new insights on sexology, but
where is it? 
I will probably get the Nobel Prize for Medicine if I do, and I
am looking forward to it. But in the meantime, let me not join
in the fun of labelling mainstream beliefs as a scientiﬁc fact,
thereby being a phony scientist. These phonies attribute all
personal woe to external social forces. That certainty has never been established and is a
 dogma which stems from the seventies: anti-psychiatry, the driving force of gay-lib. In the gay
social ghetto it has become mainstream since then (see our article on the subject).
The whole 2009 report by the American Psychological Association on orientation therapy is
grounded on this “scientiﬁc fact”, but in fact it is only an opinion. And in a paranoid fear of oppression, we see people confusing opinion with scientiﬁc facts. Therefore the report is a
house of cards, built on a so-called scientiﬁc fact which turns out to be only a world-view
when you investigate it thoroughly.
Sexuality does not come in ‘variations’, as much as sense of hearing or eyesight do not ei-

ther. The fact that one guy has “an eye for the ladies” and another does not, doesn’t mean
we are facing diﬀerent ‘variations’ of eyesight. If one individual thinks the voices of children
at play are music to his ear, when at the same time someone else can’t stand the sound of these “brats”, that doesn’t mean they have diﬀerent ‘variations’ of hearing. The same applies
to sexuality.
Sense of hearing, eyesight and sexuality are broad human possibilities, and each and every
individual is endowed with the full scope of these gifts. The contrary has never been established. We are dealing with opinions ventilated by people who have resistances towards the
opposite sex as we have seen in the previous article, part 5. And that is merely a temporary
human state, due to the ﬂuidity of sexual feelings. You can learn to appreciate those brats,
you can learn to appreciate the opposite sex. These feelings are not ﬁxed for ever more.
Paragraph 14 freedom of speech
A ban on orientation therapy is a violation of freedom of
speech. This has been stressed by orientation therapists. As
an attempt to get rid of that argument, some gay-libbers have
insisted that orientation therapy should be based on meticulous scientiﬁc research. Strange that this criterium is not upheld for Gay Aﬃrmative Therapy which has no body of knowledge to lean on at all. Gay-lib is not making a fuss about that,
it is therapy given by heterosexuals that is under attack, and they are desperately searching
for arguments to prevent people from seeing therapists who do not share their world-view.
They go further to state that science has nothing to do with freedom of speech, that scientiﬁc
facts are not a matter of opinion and that opinions have nothing to do with it. But this is a
very inappropriate view on science.
A scientiﬁc report should always consists of two elements, not one. It should consist of the research which meets certain standards. But that is not all. It should also consist of explaining
the paradigms, the train of thought, the world-view which underlies the scientiﬁc question being asked, the context of the whole research process. And contexts diﬀer, world-views diﬀer,
and in order to express and question each other’s world-view we need freedom of speech.
Let me take an example of scientiﬁc questions which reﬂect
world-views: H
 ow can we tell for sure which spell the witch living in the local forest has cast, thereby causing the failure of
our crops? Then we charge on to name seven spells and
meticulously investigate each and every one of them, in order
to ﬁnd which spell actually did the trick. People have been put
to the stake, w
 omen have been burnt thanks to this kind of “scientiﬁc research”. And yet we knew for sure that it was the spell which involved boiling two

frogs and using the spit of the local badger, that comes up with the highest probability ﬁgure:
95.4% certainty. The scientists used statistics, they used ﬁeld research on frogs and badgers
(and goats, bulls and thistles to go with it), they did their job. That is science, and that is rubbish.
Why is that rubbish? After all, they did the maths, they did the ﬁeld
research, and the results were peer-reviewed. And a very, very important man signed the document, a highly distinguished spokesman on agricultural aﬀairs, he even wrote twenty pages on his importance when he published the results, not to mention the two
awards he got last year from very important institutes. These institutes have discredited the use of frogs and badgers, and they all
use copy and paste to discredit the practice of using frogs and badgers as public statements. T
 hese institutes are not to be taken lightly. Surely we now know what to look for when it comes to improving
crop yields!
There is something very wrong in these “scientiﬁc facts”. A scientiﬁc report should not only
consist of the maths and the conclusions, but should also account for the pre-scientiﬁc stance
that the researchers took before charging ahead. Every researcher has a pre-scientiﬁc
stance, notion, view; every researcher takes things for granted and may even not be aware
of the fact that he/she has a pre-scientiﬁc stance. There is nothing wrong with having these
stances, to the contrary, everyone has them. But to make the scientiﬁc report acceptable,
they should be named ﬁrst and then accounted for. To that end, we need freedom of speech.
What if anyone doubting that very distinguished gentleman and those very important institutes were beforehand to be considered a menace to society, a potential threat to agriculture, a heretic who may very well be scheming and colluding with the witch at hand, perhaps
a wizard even with evil tricks of his own? After all, he expressed his doubts, so he is clearly
not on our side. And that must have consequences: all those who doubt important institutes
are a menace to society, to welfare, to the food supply, therefore they have blood on their
hands due to the starvation of the ten families we witnessed last year. Well not quite witnessed, but there was rumour from all around. So yes, we must assume that families have
suﬀered, probably even have died. There are suﬃcient people who agree.
Freedom of speech is necessary, even if it is against overwhelming odds, against mainstream
beliefs and against activist bullies. An activist bully by the name of Dr Lee Beckstead wrote
twenty pages on his own importance when he sent a so-called “scientiﬁc expert account” to
the judge at the trial of JONAH. H
 e reiterated that several important, v
 ery important professional organizations shared his view on witches, oops a typo, I meant orientation therapists. And
he knew for sure that these therapists were up to no good. Everyone knows that, it has be-

come mainstream belief.
And the judge then read his “scientiﬁc” report, took a pre-judicial stance, a
 nd declared beforehand that these cultural heretics were not allowed to speak in court. The world had suﬀered
enough.

There is something very wrong with this judge, with gay bullies who pose as scientists, and
with the way that many onlookers just take a back seat to view the spectacle of it all, eating
popcorn as JONAH is put on trial, and subsequently burnt at the stake.

Job Berendsen MD

THE GAY RELATED COMPLEX, PART 6: THE
SCAM OF SEXUAL ORIENTATION
When we look at homosexual feelings as a complex, we ﬁrst need to
address the controversy created by the American Psychological Association. Their 2009 paper on the subject of psychotherapy did much
harm. In this series, we will demonstrate the multitude of psychological phenomena to be observed when looking at the Gay Related Complex. But activists within the APA peddle their assertion that there is
nothing in particular to be seen; homosexuality is an entity, so they
claim, with nothing unusual going on. We will investigate the origins of the ‘homosexuality’
paradigm, demonstrate how the myths called ‘Orientation Theory’ and ‘Gender Theory’ are
based on pseudo-science, and by comparing them to Racial Theory, demonstrate how harmful these recent theories are to the individual and to society.
1. False claims
In 2009, the American Psychological Association published a paper called ‘Appropriate therapeutic responses to sexual orientation’. As Dr. J. Nicolosi Sr. writes on his website, it was conceived by a small in-crowd of gay activists,
“Not only were these members gay, but all – including the one non-gay-identiﬁed member, and the one bisexual member- engaged in gay activism before their selection for the
Task Force.”

The group was led by chairwoman Judith Glassgold, author of the book “Activism and LGBTpsychology”. In our previous article, we have exposed her LGBT-psychology as a pseudo-science. In their paper, the activists write on page 1:
“We see this approach (for our paper, ed.) as grounded in an acceptance of the following
scientiﬁc facts: Same-sex attractions, behavior, and orientations per se are normal and
positive variants of human sexuality. In other words, they do not indicate either mental
or developmental disorders”.
This claim is the foundation of the whole dispute on sexuality and therapy. After starting a paper with this ‘a priori’ stance, a mind frame expressed beforehand, then there is in our
opinion no further need to write 138 more pages. If there would be nothing mental or developmental regarding this issue, then all psychotherapy is useless and ridiculous, except corrective dog training. The debate has been nipped in the bud on page 1, and the rest is history.
We cannot accept this, and we have reasons to do so. Note the words: ‘scientiﬁc facts’. There
is nothing scientiﬁc about the claim of the activists, no matter how loudly it is proclaimed in
every arena. These American extremists are spreading and even exporting their ideology
within the Western civilization and beyond, but in spite of all this bulldozing, we need to remain critical and have a deep look into the facts of this issue. Let us start at the birth of the
term homosexuality.
2. The history of the term homosexuality
The idea of the existence of an ‘orientation’ is no older than 150 years. In 1856 a Hungarian
doctor, Karl-Maria Benkert, decided to name homosexual feelings and behaviors “homo-sexuality”. This was novel. He did this to help people stand up against the then current disapproval and persecution of behavior. Two years later, activist Ulrich used this new medical phrase
to ﬁght for civil rights, and to receive public approval. He succeeded in doing so. The struggle
for sexual freedom has been going on ever since, and along these very same lines.
In an article called “How male same-sex desire became ‘homosexuality’”, published in the
LGBT History Project, we read
“In 1869, Benkert anonymously published a pamphlet entitled ‘Paragraph 143 of the Prussian Penal Code of 14 April 1851. It saw the
first public use of the word ‘homosexuality’, although he had used it
in May of the previous year in a private letter to Karl Heinrich Ulrichs, the German gay-rights advocate.

Before then, there were very few neutral words to describe people who experienced romantic or sexual attractions toward others of the same sex. Those used, such as “bugger”, “molly”, “sodomite” or “pederast”, were loaded with condemnation and shame.
But as the budding science of sexology began to grow, and as same-sex loving defenders
began to speak out about what same-sex love was all about, their first problem was with
how to name it: the “abominable vice” wouldn’t do. A new word was desperately needed
to describe their lives and feelings. The ‘love that dared not speak its name’ in fact
couldn’t; it didn’t have one.”
The first to try to give it an acceptable name was Karl Heinrich Ulrichs. In the 1860’s, he described the Urning as a “male-bodied person with a female psyche”, who is sexually attracted to men and not
women; the opposite form was Urningin. Ulrichs devised an entire
system of classification based on different combinations of attractions and gender roles. Some of these words gained usage in English, although the less foreign-sounding sexual inversion and inverts, to describe homosexuality and homosexuals respectively, fell more naturally to English ears. But they quickly became obsolete, replaced by Benkert’s new creation.
In his pamphlets, Benkert argued that the Prussian sodomy law violated the “rights of
man”. He advanced the classic libertarian argument that private consensual sexual acts
should not be subject of the criminal law.
Benkert also believed that homosexuality was inborn and unchangeable, an argument
later called the “medical model”. This contradicted the dominant view of the time, that
men committed “sodomy” out of mere wickedness. Homosexual men, he said, were not
by nature effeminate, and he pointed out that many of the great heroes of history were
homosexual. He was the first writer to put these now-familiar arguments before the
public.
In his Psychopathia Sexualis (1886), German sex researcher Richard
von Krafft-Ebing, borrowed the terms homosexual and heterosexual.
Krafft-Ebing’s work was so influential that these became the standard
terms for differences in sexual orientation, superseding Urning.

Benkert died in Budapest in 1882, aged 58. In 2001, sociologist Judit Takács found his
tomb in Kerepesi Cemetery, Budapest. The gay community placed a new tombstone over
it, and since 2002 it has been a recurring event at Hungarian gay festivals to set a

wreath on the grave.”
3. The term ‘homosexuality’ in the 21 st century
To this day, we observe homosexuals holding on to this medical paradigm, asserting that we
are seeing an actual entity. On page 1 of the 2009 APA report, the activists say they observe
the existence of four things. The ﬁrst two we agree with, but the last two we do not:
1. same-sex attractions (feelings)
2. behavior
3. orientation
4. variations of sexuality.
Before Dr. Benkert wrote his article in 1865, society acknowledged only feelings and behaviors. Benkert introduced the notion of a ‘homo-sexuality’, an ‘orientation’. Later, it was expanded by others into a ‘variation’. In a new emerging Western tradition, Dr. Benkert made
‘orientation’ sound as an entity, a physical medical phenomenon like other medical conditions.
We, on the other hand, assert that ‘orientation’ is merely a ﬁgure of speech. It does not exist
as a demonstrable entity. Sexuality does not come in ‘variations’ either, and there is no published scientiﬁc article substantiating the emergence of these alleged ‘variations’.
4. The myth of ‘variations’
It would be quite interesting to ﬁnd such an alleged article proving the existence of variations. We would like to see how, when, with and by whom such a claim was substantiated.
Were we to discover this elusive scientiﬁc document, then we could perhaps use the train of
thought to see if other major problems of current sexology are also merely a ‘variation’.
Take, for example, wife-bashing. Wouldn’t it be wonderful if we could use this scientiﬁc
method to prove that wife-bashers are not sinful, wicked and criminal, but are motivated by a
sexual ‘variation’? They are just being who they are, they are just following their innate
drives, and when they bash up girls at age 13, they are merely ‘coming out’. Wouldn’t it save
us much psychotherapy, and social injustice to the poor wife-basher who is not understood by
society, and who is discriminated against? All he needs is social support, and kind understanding, and recognition of the fact that he is merely member of a ‘community’, that is harassed

by society at large.
We laugh at the thought, because wife-bashers are harmful, yet we do not laugh when we
hear that 80% of young Afro-Americans who enter the gay scene, according to the Center of
Disease Control in Atlanta in 2016, will be contaminated with the H.I.V. virus before reaching
their 50th year of age by elder homosexuals who prey on younger hot guys. Five a night is not
an unusual score. This does not seem to worry anyone.
Is the comparison so weird? We assert that there are less people seeing a doctor every three
months for the rest of their lives due to wife-bashing than due to entering the gay scene and
being recklessly sodomized.
Does society care? No. After all, this is the LGBT crowd.
In Canada, life expectancy of elderly male homosexuals is twenty years less than for men indulging in opposite-sex attractions. Who cares? Many people have come to think:
“If adult, obsessively hungry homosexuals don’t care, why should I? By raising my eyebrow, I may look anti-LGBT. I may even get into trouble.”
Do we do the same with battered wives? With wife-bashers, the professional community considers it wise to investigate the behavior on an individual level. But with the LGBT-crowd who
are recklessly killing and hurting one another with disease (of which they are very well
aware) and where the sexual harassment, assaults and rape that every young gay has repeatedly experienced, is considered initiation rites of the newby and the sexual rights of the experienced predator, the very idea of psychological investigation and therapy is considered oﬀensive. The prouder the gay movement asserts itself, and the bigger the separatist multi-colored ﬂag gets to be, the bigger the taboo on what is really going on in the gay scene, collectively and at a personal psychological level.
But this is the level where psychotherapists and psychiatrists should step in.
5. The scam of ‘orientation’
In order to understand the way the word ‘orientation’ is used these days, let us for the sake
of argument just change one of the props on the stage, and see what we get. Let us
exchange the word ‘homosexuality’ with ‘tennis’.
Charlotte and Tennis

Charlotte is the six years old daughter of Ray and Michelle.
Her parents are tennis professionals, and Ray is winner of six
grand slams. Mom won once, but is lagging behind. The parents are totally obsessed with the game; as Ray once said,
“this is what we live for”.
Charlotte is always taken for granted. She once opened Mommy’s trophy cabinet during her
mother’s birthday party and displayed the cup that she had won once. Mommy was thrilled,
and exclaimed to everyone what a wonderful daughter she had.
Charlotte got the hang of it, and discovered that if she applauded Mommy, if she ﬂattered
Mommy, if she feigned to be happy and exhilarated with Mommy’s successes, she would at
last receive the love and attention that she was always craving for. Dad started paying attention to her too. At last Charlotte had discovered the secret of receiving love in this family.
At age six, Mommy brought her to tennis lessons, and secretly hoped that this daughter
would fulﬁll her dreams: to win grand slams, one after the other. Charlotte would perhaps live
the life that Mommy had set out for herself.
From a psychiatric point of view, this is considered child abuse. The love in the family is conditional, there are strings attached, and the child will not develop a healthy sense of individuality. She is learning to be who you want me to be. Her own desires become so remote, that in
the end she may even have forgotten what own needs were all about in the ﬁrst place.
The Tennis Federation on the other hand (if there were one like radical gay-lib, this is for the
sake of argument), labels this behavior as an orientation. Charlotte has a Tennis Orientation.
It is an innate desire, and her love for tennis, the lessons and the competition, are all expressions of her innate destiny. It has nothing to do with child upbringing, so the Federation insists. It is a clear example of Tennis Orientation. The orientation was there all along, and sooner or later, it is bound to express itself, to bud and grow into bloom. Tennis is wonderful, so
the Federation insists.
Imagine Charlotte having an identical twin sister, Susan. At an early age, her mother slapped
Susan in the face for letting her tennis trophy fall on the ground. There was a big dent in it. It
felt for Mommy as if Susan had created a dent in her own heart. Susan was punished. Suddenly, Susan saw how conditional the love was in the family. She considered tennis to be stupid.
Go to hell with your tennis, she yelled. She was sent to bed without supper. “That will teach
her”, Mommy thought. And Dad agreed. How dare Susan be so disrespectful.
At school, Susan was invited by a girlfriend to come to music school and to learn to play the
violin. A new world opened up for Susan as she joined the Music School Orchestra. She

learned to defy her parents and to go her own way.
From a psychiatric point of view, this is considered a healthier development than Charlotte’s,
but it goes at a price: loneliness. Emotional needs will have to be met in other ways, and the
child must ﬁnd out how to do that all by herself.
Our imaginary Tennis Federation has a totally diﬀerent explanation. Susan is exhibiting a
Non-Tennis Orientation. Just as gay-lib insists that the world consists of heterosexuals and
non-heterosexuals, so does the Federation proclaim that the world consists of people with a
Tennis Orientation and people with a Non-Tennis Orientation. Susan just happens to fall into
the latter category. It has nothing to do with upbringing. Psychologists are out of their mind.
For its users, the ‘orientation’ paradigm has two clear advantages: all phenomena can be
thrown onto one big pile as being merely an orientation, thereby alleviating the necessity to
take a close and empathic look onto what is really going on, and one can maintain the stance
that having a ‘Tennis Orientation’ or a ‘Homosexual Orientation’ is innate, biological, wonderful, and desirable. All painful details can be swept under the ‘Orientation’ carpet.
6. Stigmatization as a consequence
In this way, people are stigmatized. In history, we have seen this before. Eighty years ago,
mankind was labeled as belonging to a distinct race. Almost every European was led to believe in Racial Theory. The white race may never be contaminated by inbreds. It contributed
to the Second World War and ultimately to the Holocaust.
On glosbe.com, we read:
“Racial Theory is a pseudoscientiﬁc theory about the subdivision of humanity into races.”
In accordance with this deﬁnition, it is safe to say that:
“Orientation Theory is a pseudoscientiﬁc theory about the subdivision of humanity into
people with innate orientations.”
It is a fabrication, it is pseudoscientiﬁc and it is harmful, due to the inevitable stigmatization
that it leads to. The term LGBT has recently been expanded. On the website
Transstudent.org, we read:
“LGBTQQIAPP+: A collection of identities short for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, queer,
questioning, intersex, asexual, aromantic, pansexual, polysexual and others”

Above, we already saw that the number of labels has been growing haphazardly with Ulrichs
devising an entire system of classiﬁcation based on diﬀerent combinations of attractions and
gender roles. You can expand or diminish Orientation Theory for every purpose that suits
you.
There are more fabrications on their way, for example, the new Gender Identity Theory. On
the activist website Plannedparenthood.org, we read:
“Psychologists used to call gender confusion “Gender Identity Disorder.” However, the
mismatch between a person’s body and gender identity isn’t in itself a mental illness (but
it can cause emotional distress), so the term was changed to reﬂect that.”
Imagine my saying:
“The mismatch between my body and my identity (I am Napoleon) isn’t in itself a mental
illness, but it can cause emotional distress. We are facing social injustices and I want my
empire back!”
In New York, the ban on psychotherapy for youths has recently been expanded to also include working with adults, whether they are consenting or not (click here). Psychotherapists
ﬁnd themselves losing their license for life if they deny Orientation Theory and Gender Identity Theory. Even if your adult client pays for it out of his own pocket, you are thrown out of the
profession for good.
In Malta, extremists have even succeeded in taking it one step further. In December 2016
(see our article on the subject), activists from the ILGA (the International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association) succeeded in coming over from the USA and convincing
social-democratic politicians on this Mediterranean island (smallest member of the EU) that it
is necessary to criminalize and lock up each and every professional who dares contradict Orientation Theory in deed or in word when consulting clients with sexual issues. Therapists are
forcefully removed from the public space, and politicians feel extremely good about “being
on the forefront of civil advancement”.
7. Orientation is a non-entity
Homosexuality does not exist as a separate sexuality. All that exist are: feelings and behavior. So we agree with the ﬁrst two words of the APA document, but not with the last two:
orientations and variations.
Furthermore, it does not stand for reason that if you wish to label anything an orientation,
then this would necessarily by itself imply no mental or developmental issues. Labeling does

not automatically exclude childhood psychology. All you need to do is take a close look at the
individual. But LGBT-psychologists discourage doing that. As Judith Glassgold, chairwoman of
the Task Force writing the 2009 paper on therapy, says in her book “Activism and LGBT-psychology” on page 37,
“Psychotherapists must abandon the practice of seeing mental health issues as individual
problems and more willing to see these issues as the consequences of social injustice.”
But studying “social injustices” implies studying society. And that is the ﬁeld of sociology, not
psychology. Another example of the fact that with “LGBT-psychology” we are facing pseudo-scientists peddling their junk science.
Now that we realize that orientations do not exist as actual entities, then the term ‘orientation change’ is not a relevant issue either. You are not changing anything, you are merely exploring your sexuality. And sexuality consists of nothing other than feelings and behaviors,
not of orientations or variations, and neither can you take your pick out of the many gender
identities that are incessantly being promoted.
—– —— —–
In the next part, we shall investigate the consequences of Orientation and Gender Theory,
and demonstrate the harm they inﬂict at an individual level and at the level of society, just
like the equally pseudo-scientiﬁc Racial Theory has done: stigmatization, harassment and persecution of non-believers.

Job Berendsen, MD
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THE GAY RELATED COMPLEX, PART 3: LGBTPSYCHOLOGY IS A PSEUDO-SCIENCE
Regular science understands homosexuality more than ever
before. A whole complex of feelings and experiences can be
identiﬁed which ultimately gives way to same-sex attractions.
Before we analyze the Gay Related Complex, we need to look
into the controversy with which radical gay-lib has confused
the debate in the past three decades. Gay-lib has even created a science of its own, called LGBT-psychology. By boldly
denying all underlying mechanisms, this frame of thought has led to therapeutic neglect. In
this article, we will analyze the phenomenon, demonstrate how and why it is a pseudo-science, explore its historical roots, and explain in what way it is actually harmful to young people who are questioning what to make of life.
1. LGBT-psychology as a belief system
In the years before 1990 the term ‘LGBT’ was unknown as a phrase. In Wikipedia we read,
“The term LGB referring to Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual ﬁrst began to be used in the mid-to-late 1980s to more clearly indicate the inclusion of bisexuals.”
The term was created to describe feelings and behaviors that occur, but it started living a life
of its own when it was subsequently used to identify a whole individual. “I experience homosexual feelings” became “I am a homosexual person”. The activists went on to pluralize this
and to promote the word ‘community’, creating tribal feelings and a sense of numbers.

Barack Obama welcomes Terry Bean, founder of the gay activist group “Human Rights Campaign”

By the year 2000, self-appointed chieftains found themselves having great prestige and social power, to the extent that US Presidents even oﬃcially welcomed them to the White
House as Very Important Persons (in this case the Obama administration).
In reality, these terms are merely social constructs, that is to say, they are only ﬁgures of
speech and do not exist as real entities. But through activism and constant repetition, they
are brought to life as actual and tangible biological phenomena.
The downside is the emergence of us-them thinking, comparable to the way that in India the
population is divided into immutable casts. Only in recent years has resistance started to rise
in India against these divisive structures. With names and labels, people mutually exclude
each other from the equation. It leads to social apartheid and separatism.
In the USA, we see the emergence of complete gay villages, especially in San Francisco. In
Wikipedia, we read,
“A gay village (also known as a gay neighborhood, gay enclave, gay venue, gay ghetto,
gaytto, gay district, gay mecca, gaytown or gayborhood) is a geographical area with generally recognized boundaries, inhabited or frequented by a large number of lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender people. Gay villages often contain a number of gay-oriented
establishments.”
“The Castro District in San Francisco was one of the ﬁrst
gay neighborhoods in the United States. It remains one of
the most prominent symbols of activism and events in the
world.”

“In the city of San Francisco itself, a 2006 survey found that 15.4% of its inhabitants identiﬁed as LGBT. In U.S. Congressional District 8, which consists of San Franciscans of voting age, 16.6% of adults identify as LGBT. According to a 2013 survey, 29% of the home-

less residents of San Francisco identify as LGBT.”
So, in these areas, the notion of a community was more or less appropriate because the
neighbors were gay too. But this train of thought was then exported to the rest of the country, creating virtual or fake realities of “gay communities” everywhere. As a consequence, every rural American citizen was frowned upon for being anti-LBGT if he did not jump for joy to
celebrate the newly created gay ghettos and neighborhoods in certain major cities.
From the year 2000 onward, the new identity of being gay and ‘other’ became intellectualized.
Activists started to delete and rephrase the body of knowledge in human and social sciences.
Freud’s idea that every human being has a bisexual potential was ousted. New mantras
arose, claiming that LGBT feelings are an inherent feature of a certain kind
of guy. He must therefore own a certain kind of brains, and is ultimately entitled to a new psychology, seeing how ‘other’ he innately is. A new humanistic belief system was born, thriving in sectarian suburbs, replacing all cultural and religious heritage. The central dogma of activism grew into: “Gay and
straight, never the twain shall meet”.

2. LGBT-psychology as a pseudo-science
LGBT-psychology is a pseudo-science because it is built on the supposed term “immutable orientation”, which was introduced after 1990.

Mahler Symphony Nr. 8 with a 1.000 voice choir

There is something very wrong with that view on humans. Imagine my liking the eighth symphony of Gustav Mahler (with a 1.000 voice choir) but not the ninth (with only violins). You
can say I have a preference for Mahler 8. But can you say that I have a Mahler 8 orientation?
Is that the kind of guy that I am? Am I a M8 guy? And when I was nine years old, was I a M8
child, waiting to bud into full bloom?

The same applies to the realm of sexuality. It is perfectly ﬁne to acknowledge that persons
can demonstrate a sexual preference at a certain moment in their lives. But does that justify
the use of the word ‘orientation’? Same-sex attractions appear for some people to be so unusual that, in their imagination, it must stem from a magical internal mechanism, a sort of
alien computer operating system.
3. The ﬂaws of LGBT-psychology
LGBT-psychology is basically ﬂawed because it is built on the assumption that there is indeed
a hitherto unidentiﬁed, mysterious force that governs feelings and behaviors, and that this
force deﬁes all knowledge accumulated by religion, culture and science up till 1985. The
force was called ‘orientation’. Apparently, it has magical properties, and proving its existence
has become an extremist activist cause.
This confuses the debate, because there is no scientiﬁc proof whatsoever that separate sexual orientations actually exist. As Sigmund Freud declared more than a century ago, we all
have the same broad sexual potential and we are all capable of same-sex and opposite-sex
attractions at the same time or in any alternating order. Sexuality is ﬂuid; attractions and infatuations come and go. Millions of people have demonstrated this in their private lives and in
therapy.
LGBT-psychologists on the other hand are heavily into usthem thinking, building on the notion of immutability. They
have carried out surveys to explore origins of sexual orientations, automatically assuming beforehand that orientations actually exist and treating them as an established fact, not doubting their existence for a moment. Then they do maths or statistics on the biased data, after which in the eyes of onlookers, they must apparently be right. And therefore, so is their social cause.
But in all honesty, the existence of ‘orientations’ is not the output of the research, it is the input.
In doing so, the ideology of ‘immutable orientations’ is sneaked into the
public arena. We must remember, however, that these psychologists
are ﬁrst and foremost activists, as they proudly proclaim in books and
on websites. And if they manage to ﬁnance a deliberate and dedicated
publicity campaign, the ideology of immutable orientations can be mainstreamed.

LGBT-psychology is activism. It is biased right from the start, and there is nothing objective
about it. But these phonies do all they can to make it look like just another contribution to
justiﬁable science.
They submit their papers for peer-review, but do so only to journals who are into LBGT-psychology and the ‘born that way’ ideology to start with (click here). In no way do these own
fabrications meet up to standards of regular psychological or psychiatric science.
Examples are the Canadian Online Journal of Queer Studies in Education, Journal of Gay & Lesbian Mental Health, Journal of Gay & Lesbian Social Services, Journal of Lesbian Studies, Journal of LGBT Health Research, Journal of LGBT Issues in Counseling, Journal of GLBT Family
Studies, International Journal of Transgenderism, Journal of Bisexuality.
These are in-crowd sectarian journals that the activists have created themselves, and then these so-called “peer-reviewed journals”, that nobody has ever heard of, are casually quoted as
being just as reliable as any other journal like, say, the famous journal “Nature” or the “New
England Journal of Medicine”. In the board of editors, there is not a heterosexual in sight. Nobody notices the diﬀerence. No-one sees that we are dealing with fake news, fake sectarian
science and the promotion and dissemination of ideology. The word ‘Journal’ does magic.
They get away with it, and everyone is asleep. No-one does fact-checking, least of all the
mainstream press and lawmakers.

Without this pseudo-science, ‘gay guys’ would not exist as separate human entities, ‘orientations’ would be merely a ﬁgure of speech, and childhood developmental psychology (which is
belittled and denied by LGBT-psychology when it comes to ‘gays’) would be just as applicable
to persons experiencing same-sex attractions as it is to the peculiarities of anyone else.
Without LGBT psychology, we are forced to consider other explanations than the pre-conﬁgured restraints of ‘being born that way’. The notion that sexual feelings are predetermined before birth is fake, and it is a heavily marketed element of an emancipation struggle
gone awry.
4. Where did the notion of ‘born that way’ come from?

The Supreme Court building

The ideology does not stem from scientiﬁc research. It was promoted between 1980 and
1990 by American lawyers in order to gain approval and protection of the USA Supreme Court
for sodomy (anal sex), at a time when anal sex was under heavy criticism due to the spreading of the H.I.V. virus for which in that age there was no cure.
The lawyers beat on the war drums and since then people have actually started believing it is
true. The campaign was so clever that many have come to take it for granted, especially
American lawmakers who ﬁnd themselves heavily lobbied by pro-sodomy activists. The latter
are on the doorsteps of the legislative buildings around the country on an almost daily basis
(i.e. Human Rights Campaign, National Center of Lesbian Rights, etc.)
A short look at the history of the gay movement clariﬁes how the notion of ‘being born that
way’ is the result of relentless activism. On his website, Victor J. Adamson writes:
“The “born gay” hoax was invented in 1985 by Marshall Kirk and Dr. Hunter Madsen. In
1985, they wrote an article entitled “The Gay Agenda” in a pro-sodomy magazine called
Christopher Street. In short, the article emphasized the strategic importance of shifting
the central issue in the debate over “homosexuality” away from anal sex (sodomy) and
toward a sexual pseudo-identity called “gay.” The goal of “The Gay Agenda” was to force
opponents of sodomy into a position where they would be seen as attacking the civil
rights of so-called “gay” citizens, rather than opposing a speciﬁc antisocial behavior.
“The Gay Agenda” also brieﬂy outlined the strategy that would eventually be used to convince the public that individuals are “born gay.” Initially, there was no enthusiasm for
“The Gay Agenda” within the pro-sodomy movement.
In 1988, they organized a “War Conference” in Warrenton, Virginia, inviting 175 leading
pro-sodomy activists, representing organizations from every part of the United States.
The purpose of the conference, according to Kirk and Madsen, was to establish an oﬃcial
agenda for the newly conceived “gay” movement. At this “War Conference” pro-sodomy
activists adopted the identity politic strategy outlined in “The Gay Agenda” and “The
Overhauling of Straight America”. The “born gay” hoax was born.”
In 1986 the pro-sodomy movement lost Bowers v. Hardwick, the United States Supreme
Court case which upheld the rights of individual states to criminalize sodomy. The loss
was devastating.
Desperate, angry, and galvanized pro-sodomy activists learned that if they could make a
compelling case that they were “born gay,” they could become eligible for “Minority Status” as a “Suspect Class” under the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

If Minority Status were granted, it would force the courts to overturn Bowers v. Hardwick,
thus legalizing sodomy. It must be noted however, that the Civil Rights Act recognizes Minority Status only for those groups who:
1) Have suﬀered a long history of discrimination, 2) Are powerless to help themselves as
a community, 3) Are born that way.
The legalization of sodomy by way of “Minority Status” is the secret to understanding
why pro-sodomy activists adopted the strategy outlined in “The Gay Agenda” in the late
1980s and began to promote the claim that people are “born gay.”
Subsequently, in 1989, Marshal Kirk and Hunter Madsen expanded their article “The Overhauling of Straight America ” into a book entitled “After the Ball: How America Will Conquer Its Fear and Hatred of the Gays in the 90s” (available at Amazon). In this deliberately deceitful agenda for America, Kirk and Madsen write that they intend to “get tough” on
straights. They further write,
“It is time to roll out the big guns. We are talking about propaganda. The public should be
persuaded that gays are victims of circumstance, that they no more chose their sexual
orientation than they did, say, their height, skin color, talents, or limitations. We argue
that, for all practical purposes, gays should be considered to have been “born gay” —
even though sexual orientation, for most humans, seems to be the product of a complex
interaction between innate predispositions and environmental factors during childhood
and early adolescence.” (emphasis added, JB).
5. The eﬀects of the ‘Born That Way’ ideology
The AIDS crisis, starting in 1983, pointed its medical ﬁnger to the undeniable facts of highly
promiscuous, anonymous homosexual unprotected anal intercourse. Fear struck at gay men’s
hearts. ‘Oh my god, they are onto us’. A successful recipe was delivered by the Kirk & Madsen strategy of 1988: turn the tables around, seek the victim role, portray the heterosexual
as negatively as possible and vilify any opposing voice. If well done, you will gain public sympathy.
Young people who grew up in the nineties and since, have come to view this rhetoric as a
truth. They are not aware of the fact that there ever was any other explanation than ‘born
that way’ to view and analyze homosexual behavior. And if someone views homosexuality
diﬀerently in this day and age, they must be the enemy, those bad ‘other’ people; ‘they are
onto us’, so youngsters have been brought up to feel and to know for sure. The ideology has
been internalized.

Young people who are questioning their sexual feelings these days
are led to a gay identity. In doing so, they place themselves in a psychological ﬁsh bowl, watching the big outside world through glass in
a paranoid distorted way. They are led to feel that the other side is a
hostile place to be. Kirk & Madsen told them so (Rule Nr. 2, make
straights look as bad as possible). In doing so, the activists rally them
to the cause, helping them swim small circles in a romantic fantasy of ﬁghts, victories and
martyrdom.

Separitist march in Catalunya, Spain, 2017

Separatism is a strong and appealing emotion as we see in current day Spanish Catalunya,
where this primitive tribal urge, culminating into rage, can be stronger than the cumbersome
uniﬁcation process of the European Union. Flags are viciously waved into the other person’s
face to express otherness and to glorify self-chosen segregation.
We see the boy who later experiences same-sex attractions gazing jealously and estranged
at others as if he were a “kitchen-window boy”. (The phrase “kitchen-window boy” was ﬁrst
used by Dr. Joseph Nicolosi Sr., and is now commonly used for a child estranged from his
peers and who spent too much time at his mother’s side watching other kids playing together). As an adult, the glass pane in the kitchen becomes the glass of the ﬁsh bowl of the
gay identity.

Separitist Gay Pride Parade, 2017

And the proud, separatist rainbow colored ﬂag, no matter how big and ferociously swayed,
barely conceals the loneliness, pain and estrangement after being told by activists that you

will never belong. The ‘straight’ world becomes a paradise lost, so close and yet so far.
6. The harm of loneliness
The ‘Born That Way’ ideology is harmful in its eﬀects on the self-perception of the coming
generation. Coming out may sound positive, but being assigned a gay label is also like being
recruited to live your life in a submarine, observing the old world you used to live in through
a periscope. The distance to the shore has become so great, as the building blocks of gay depression ﬂood your mind.
In the Huﬃngton Post, gay writer Michael Hobbes wrote an essay on “The Epidemic of Gay
Loneliness”:
“For decades, this is what psychologists thought, too: that the
key stages in identity formation for gay men all led up to coming
out, that once we were ﬁnally comfortable with ourselves, we
could begin building a life within a community of people who’d
gone through the same thing. But over the last 10 years, what researchers have discovered is that the struggle to ﬁt in only grows more intense. A study published in 2015
found that rates of anxiety and depression were higher in men who had recently come
out than in men who were still closeted.
“It’s like you emerge from the closet expecting to be this butterﬂy and the gay community just slaps the idealism out of you,” my friend Adam says. When he ﬁrst started coming
out, he says, “I went to West Hollywood because I thought that’s where my people were.
But it was really horrifying. It’s made by gay adults, and it’s not welcoming for gay kids.
You go from your mom’s house to a gay club where a lot of people are on drugs and it’s
like, this is my community? It’s like the fucking jungle.”
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